S
ailing from New Bedford to Nantucket and invigorated by a sea breeze, Ishmael celebrates what he perceives to be an unblemished ocean. " [H] ow I spurned that turnpike earth!," he remarks, "that common highway all over dented with the marks of slavish heels and hoofs; and turned me to admire the magnanimity of the sea which will permit no records" (ch. 13). Ishmael makes quite clear that it is the resistance to "marks," to inscription, that signals the sea' s most profound difference from the land. And it is by reading the ocean in this way that Ishmael gains the sea room he needs to write his whaling epic.
While his subsequent narrative gives the lie to any claim that this element "will permit no records," for Moby-Dick' s sea is shown to have an extensive history and long literary heritage, Ishmael' s narrative method nonetheless demonstrates the extent to which he wrestles with the difficulty of fixing in writing that which is fluid, unstable, and, at times, unfathomably deep. Water conceals its history in inaccessible depths and erases the signs of the voyager' s presence, unsettling terrestrial conceptions of record-making. Or as Charlotte Mathieson quotes Robert Macfarlane, who writes in the wake of Ishmael: "'The sea has its paths too, though water refuses to take and hold marks'" (1). Yet Mathieson' s edited volume, for which Macfarlane' s remarks are both preface and imaginative framework, strives to unseat the assumption that the sea is either place or trackless: the records it permits are many and varied.
The challenges of writing the sea sit at the heart of much recent scholarship on Melville and other writers of sea narratives, as well as on maritime writing more generally. Recent work in the New Thalassology and, more recently, oceanic studies, has produced valuable insights into the relationship between the ocean and those individuals who have lived and labored upon it. Scholars such as Margaret Cohen, in The Novel and Sea (2010) , and Hester Blum, in The View from the Masthead: Maritime Imagination and Antebellum American Sea Narratives (2008) , have emphasized the extent to which the physical labor of seafaring is an important prerequisite to understanding the imaginative and literary labor that seafarers have so frequently engaged in. Simultaneously, these discourses draw much-needed attention to the ways in which oceanic experiences differ from terrestrial experiences and to the fact that studies of the narrative forms and literary modes adopted by the writers of the sea must be attentive and sympathetic to such differences.
Sea Narratives: Cultural Responses to the Sea, 1600-Present is a welcome addition to this field of study. Mathieson has produced an ambitious collection of essays that approaches its topic with a global mindset, including as it does essays on France, South Africa, the Russian Arctic, Ireland, Cornwall, India, and on the conceptually parallel coasts of the Levant and Silicon Valley. The subject under consideration justifies such an approach: it is, after all, the sea that unites these areas. But while the temporal reach of the collection stretches further back than its subtitle suggests-a number of essays address Homer' s Odyssey-modern narratives predominate. Of the nine essays, one focuses on the seventeenth century, another on the nineteenth, and the remaining seven on the twentieth and twenty-first.
The project as a whole has its roots in questions Mathieson puts forward in the introduction. In what ways does it makes sense "to speak of the 'sea narrative' as a form," and how do "narratives not only represent the sea, but also find their very forms shaped, challenged, reinvented, in the process?" (3). Some of the nine essays that follow confront these questions more directly than others, but, taken as a whole, all work well to trouble any easy definition of the term "sea narrative." The particular attention the collection pays to the recovery of subaltern voices and narratives is, as Mathieson acknowledges, a central concern of oceanic studies, and in this respect the book enters a lively and thriving discourse. A special edition of Atlantic Studies from 2013 (10.2), for instance, resonates with Sea Narratives, especially in the two collections' shared interest in the importance of historicizing the ocean and attending to the ocean' s distinctive spatiality.
Sea Narratives rarely confines itself to the genres traditionally signified by its title: that is, fictional or nonfictional literary works that depict an individual' s encounter with the sea or a sea voyage. Instead, the volume asks its readers to think imaginatively about the ways in which narratives might be constructed and disseminated in non-textual or non-literary forms. For Michael Harrigan, who analyzes early modern French writing on the Atlantic, this approach includes the "micro-narratives" embodied by names and dates carved into trees on islands in the mid-Atlantic (24). For Elodie Duché, who contributes a chapter on narratives crafted by French and British prisoners of war during the Napoleonic Wars, small, intricately carved models of ships function as "politically empowering tool[s] of artistic and exotic escapism" (67). Isaac Land' s chapter, "The Tolerant Coast," perhaps stretches the term "sea narrative" to its limit. Taking the Levant and Silicon Valley as case studies, Land explores the notion that coastal zones might be read for the ways in which they engage with and construct ideologies of "coastal exceptionalism"; here, local authorities exploit the apparent cosmopolitanism of port communities for its economic, social, and political advantages. Of course, such a permissive vision risks losing sight of the element that unites the essays of this collection, which at times foregrounds "narrative" at the expense of "sea." Some chapters are more successful than others in justifying their turn away from the sea, and, broadly speaking, the seas in this collection are significant for the way they inflect terrestrial existence. The essays do not quite push off into open water as fully as one might hope.
Indeed, a decidedly coastal turn marks the latter half of this collection: besides Land' s contribution, one finds essays on contemporary Irish literature, the Cornish fiction of Daphne du Maurier, and apocalyptic Indian cinema. Collectively these essays make a convincing case for the primacy of coastal zones-indeterminate spaces where land is no longer quite land and water is no longer quite water-as a profoundly important site for human encounters with the ocean. Indeed, while removing us from the ships and the experiences of the landless seas that are such a familiar feature of nineteenth-century sea narratives, these essays remind us that the coast is the primary site of encounter between the human subject and the oceanic realm, as point of departure and point of return and as the point at which terrestrial life encounters something alien and unsettling. The timeliness of this coastal turn ought also to be emphasized. The encounter with the sea at the shore is often a defining moment in sea literature, as in the opening chapter of Moby-Dick, or Byron' s Childe Harold, or Arnold' s "Dover Beach." In recent years, numerous works of fiction have dealt with the experience of shifting and permeable coastal zones, with 2016 alone producing such coastal gothic as Jenn Ashworth' s Fell, Daisy Johnon' s Fen, and Wyl Menmuir' s The Many. This rising tide, so to speak, may suggest a certain contemporary preoccupation with the symbolic valence of the coast, in particular its power to represent twenty-first century anxieties about borderlands.
Sea Narratives urges us to understand the coast as an unstable boundary, as a site of dramatic transformation, where terrestrial stability gives way to oceanic instability. Applying Margaret Cohen' s concept of the chronotopes of the shoreline and the coast to contemporary Irish fiction, Roberta Gefter Wondrich argues that "the liminality of the coastline in its intrinsic mutability, and especially its erosion, underscores the inherent fragility of any construction of identitarian permanence and sameness" (148). For Wondrich the coastline is a site at which "the oppressive issue of national and cultural identity and the historical past" of Ireland can be immersed in regenerative coastal waters (141). The notion of the coast' s transformative power defines other chapters, too, and Gemma Goodman and Sayandeb Chowdhury give productive treatment to the nature of gendered experience in this context. Goodman explains how du Maurier' s female protagonists construct in coastal zones fantasies of escape from patriarchal notions of femininity, which are ultimately denied them. Such an understanding of the coast provides a useful lens through which to read feminist sea fiction, and scholars of nineteenth-century America will see similar themes at work in, for instance, Elizabeth Stoddard' s The Morgesons and Kate Chopin' s The Awakening. In both works, the coast invites the reimagining-indeed, the obliteration-of a self unwillingly shaped by and subject to societal expectations.
Where this collection also succeeds admirably, and where it offers its most productive contribution to studies of shipboard life, is in its challenge to the familiar Foucauldian formulation of shipboard heterotopia. Foucault' s muchcited statement suggests that the ship is the "'heterotopia par excellence,'-a 'floating piece of space, a place without a place that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is given over to the infinity of the sea'" (8). Sea Narratives demonstrates again and again that the ship is not a self-enclosed space, nor is it entirely given over to the infinite sea. Rather, the ship remains a means of constructing and disseminating national ideologies and counter-ideologies. These ideas are most forcefully expressed in Janet Remmington' s chapter analyzing the role of sea-travel in the work of early twentieth-century South African writer Solomon Plaatje, and in Eva-Maria Stolberg' s chapter exploring the role of the Arctic in Russian myths of statehood. Acknowledging British colonialism' s dependence on white domination of the seas, Remmington argues that Plaatje' s engagement with "the representational potential of the unbounded ocean and its people-and land-connecting vessels" allowed him to "unsettle social dynamics," essentially using the vessel of colonialism against its perpetrators (82). For Stolberg, the Arctic Ocean offered a seeming tabula rasa for the twentieth-century Russian national imaginary and an arena for Soviet technological innovation. Indeed, with the planting of a rust-proof Russian flag beneath the North Pole as recently as 2007, the area continues to function as an imaginative extension of Russia to this day.
In explicit or implicit response to Foucault, these chapters and others demonstrate that ships and the oceans upon which they sail are spaces whose connection to the land is central to the formulation of identities back home. The seas, Sea Narratives suggests, are zones of experimentation in which ideologies of nationhood can be tested or contested. The literal fluidity of the seas, combined with their distance from terrestrial centers of nation and empire, permits and, to some degree, prompts a renegotiation of the values underpinning national ideologies. For Plaatje, this destabilization of values involves the inversion of colonial assumptions about African idleness. As witness to the boredom and inertia that are familiar tropes of sea narratives, Plaatje redirects criticism toward the idle whites with whom he is traveling, consequently adopting the voice of travel writer and thereby inhabiting the role of "the privileged, white male 'civilisers'" of his day (101). Ships, Sea Narrative' s contributors suggest, never cast off from land completely and are heterotopic insofar as the passengers and sailors themselves anticipate and desire a heterotopia. Such desire, however, remains unrealized, as the political allegiances of a ship' s company exploit the oceanic realm as a space in which to rewrite and write against terrestrial hegemonies. At the end of the sea voyage, the arrival of the ship into new or familiar ports allows for the concretization and dissemination of these newly rewritten ideologies.
It is tempting to lament the absence of Melville in a study of sea narratives, so vital does his work now seem to maritime writing and to recent developments in oceanic studies. He exemplifies a career-long interest in writing about the sea, and even in a poem as seemingly landlocked as Clarel, the metaphors are thoroughly sea-soaked: in 2.11, "Of Deserts," for example, "Sands immense / Impart the oceanic sense," in whose storms a caravan "labors like a fleet / Dismasted." Yet to cavil at Melville' s absence would miss the purpose of Mathieson' s volume. As the foci of the chapters mentioned might suggest, this collection endeavors to recover non-canonical sea writing and indeed writing that might seem only tangentially related to the sea itself. It is foremost a challenge, successfully mounted, to any offhand use of the term "sea narratives."
The essays of Sea Narratives may not shed new light specifically on Melville, whose work is mentioned only in passing as a kind of touchstone against which a country' s contribution to the sea narrative genre might be judged. The Melville scholar may, however, by cunning glimpses, see the ways in which the concerns of Melville' s maritime writing find thematic and epistemological correspondence with diverse other writers of sea narratives from diverse other times and places. For instance, Duché' s discussion of how, during the Napoleonic era, the sea functioned both as a means of deferring homecoming and as an imaginative space in which sailors constructed homecoming narratives finds productive echoes in Melville' s figurations of the difficulties of returning home from sea: White Jacket' s failure to ever quite reach home in his homeward-bound narrative, or the alienation of Israel Potter, Melville' s own war exile, from his homeland upon returning to the United States after years of dislocation in foreign lands. The scrutiny applied to the shipboard heterotopia in this collection registers similar tensions that a work like Moby-Dick explores in its multi-ethnic, multicultural crew that unites under Ahab yet retains traces of racial division, or in Starbuck' s agonizing over the morality and legality of killing Ahab.
The contributors to Sea Narratives demonstrate the extent to which the generic experimentation of Melville' s sea stories-in, say, Typee, Mardi, MobyDick, "The Encantadas," and Billy Budd-take their place in a historical tradition that precedes and extends beyond the canonical sea narratives of the nineteenth century. In its exploratory remarks and in its conclusions, Sea Narratives offers a valuable framework through which to return to even the most familiar writers of the sea, to explore the ways in which the sea shapes not simply their thematic concerns but also their formal features. The sea, this collection argues, seeps into writing to offer what one chapter calls "an almost aquatic, tidal rhythm" to narrative (157).
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